We define the following translation function.
five asynchronous inequality * : at the same ins ant as;
We shall useto represent a generic asynchronous inequality operator.
The syntax of an async?monous inequality (a literal in our logic) for an m-clock system is of the form:
al+c-bl+d.
Note that both sides of the inequality are displaced local clock readings. another. The second is a simplified version of a missile avionics system that is based on a real system. We have written an APTL prover that verifies some desired safety properties of these two system specifications. For these two specifications, the prover is able to terminate successfully in 521 and 40 seconds respectively.
Asynchronous
Railroad Crossing (1) The monitor has four modes, A (train approaching beyond 1/2 mile), B (train approaching within 1/2 mile), C (train crossing), and P (train just passed). At any time the monitor can onl:y be in one of the four modes.
(2) Similarly, the controller has four modes, U (gate is up), MD (gate is moving down), D (gate is down), and MU (gate is moving up).
(3) Initially the monitor is in mode A, and the controller is in mode U.
These three constraints in turn can be written as the three APTL formulas shown in Table III The clock synchronization constraint is that measured over any period; the ratio of clock 1's rate to clock 2's rate roughly falls in the range [9, 11) . This can be translated to the formula shown below.
The transitions of the eight modes of the monitor controller are event occurrences specific to clock 2. To bind their occurrences to the ticks of clock 2, we need the formula shown in Table  IV . The mode transitions of the monitor controller are subject to the following restrictions.
(1) In mode A, when the monitor detects a train approaching within 1/2 mile, it enters mode B. Owing to the train speed, for a train approaching the crossing, it takes 290 to 300 time units according to the train's clock to go to the crossing, after entering mocle B. When the train enters the crossing, the monitor enters mode C.
(2) In mode C, when the monitor detects a train has passed, it enters mode P. Due to the safety-dictated distance between two trains, we know that after entering mode P, it is not possible to detect another approaching train within 90 to 100 time units according to the trains' clocks. -After the Reader-Monitor responds, the Reader tries to lock the mailbox.
-Once the mailbox lock is granted, the Reader tests the emptiness of the mailbox, If it is not empty, the Reader starts data transfer which takes one time unit. Otherwise, the Reader is blocked.
-Once the data transfer is complete, the Reader releases the lock.
-One time unit after the Reader releases the lock, the Reader marks the mailbox as empty and claims its job in the current period is done. -One time unit after the decision is made, the mailbox is actually locked.
-If the process holding the lock is blocked, the Mailbox-Manager releases the lock for the process.
-Once the lock is released, the Matlbo~-Manager returns to its idle mode.
DECISION PROCEDURE
Our main result in this section is the following theorem THEOREM.
There is a 22('('" time complexity decision procedure for the satisfiability problem of APTL, where n is the input size.
We plan to sketch the decision procedure briefly in this section. In Section 6.1, we give the structure of the tableau method. Figure   3 . In each node, we show the three components C, F, and 1 respectively. The elements of the fulfilling set of each node arise either from consistency requirements on the elements already in the set or are due to the elements in fulfilling sets of nodes with edges to the given node. We call this our first translation scheme.
Example 9. With respect to the state sequence in Figure  1 , if the simplification process shown in Table VI The formula that imp lements the boolean variables that signal the emptiness and fullness of the mailbox are given in Table XIV . The negation of the safety requirement is S(R. foil v W. fuil).
B. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE DECISION PROCEDURE
For simplicity, we build the tableau for the modal operators u ,~), and O, but it is straightforward to extend the tableau construction to include the modal operator Y/.
B.1 Multiclock Frames
We use the operator srch ( ) to define rnulticlock frames, the F components in tableau nodes. A precise definition for multiclock frames is given later in this section. Given a sequence F of 1 + 1 sets of integers, we index it by -1, . For convenience, we allow e :> 0, but srch (i, e, F) is undefined in this case, as well. Farn Wang et al M.idIe System Speclflcation and Venflcation in APTL . 369 That is, we can also easily show that
and Example 12.
For the 2-clock state sequence in Figure  1 with
-1,F60) = -2, and
For an m-clock state sequence, each multiclock frame is at most nz(LD(S) + 1) and at least LD( S ) + 1 long. respectively, if c < 0~d < 0 and there exists an e such that
Note we use -( srch( i, c, F) > srch(j, e + 1, F)) because srch( j, e + 1,F) may be undefined. Assuming the atomicity of the application of each translation rule, these translation rules terminate because they only transform inequalities, whose two sides refer to different local clocks, to inequalities, whose two sides refer to the same local clocks.
System Specificahon and Verlflcat!on m APTL which is defined in Table XV .
Given an APTL formula S and a multiclock frame F of S, we say that set 1 is a fulfilling set (for S1) under F if (S1~=I and) I is a set satisfying the closure properties shown in Table XVI In Figure  1, Part of its tableau is shown in Figure 4 . There is no edge from node 2 to node 1 because F = {1}{2}{1, 2} at node 2 and F = {1}{1}{2}{2] at node 1, but trzi72c({l}{2}{l, 2}{2}) # {1}{1}{21{2}. 
